Happy June Everyone!

As of June 1st, we have currently enrolled **155 subjects** in SEGA. We enrolled a total of 9 subjects since the last newsletter! This a great increase in enrollment compared to April. Additionally, we have been so grateful to get to have virtual meetings with some of the sites. It has been so nice get together and talk about the SEGA trial with each site. We are hoping to meet with every site in the next few weeks, to discuss some common barriers to enrollment, and see if there is anything we can do on our end to help.

**SEGA Door to Groin Puncture!**

This month, we want to share so information regarding the time metrics of the trial. One of the common questions that has come up in our meetings is about the process of enrollment from patient arrival to EVT. A big concern with AIS treated with thrombectomy is time. According to the AHA guidelines, door to procedure time should be less than 90 minutes. This is one of the reasons we record in our data the time metrics. The SEGA trial is well under the AHA guidelines which is great! Our current door to groin puncture average is CS is 65 minutes, and 78 minutes for GA. These are great numbers and reflect that enrollment in the trial Is not inhibiting the speed of care.

**Enrollment and Randomization via Cell Phone**

One thing we have discussed in many of our meetings, is finding a way to enroll and randomize that is convenient and quick. We know that the logging in process and enrollment can sometimes seem daunting, but we want to emphasize that this call all also be done on your cell phone. Many of our team members at UT have found this to be very effective and time saving way to enroll a patient. We are always happy to set up a meeting with any site to go over the process of enrolling on your cell phone.

Additionally, don’t forget you can always give us a call if you have trouble, or need a quick enrollment.

**SHOUT-OUTS!**

We want to thank everyone who has taken the time to meet with us and talk about SEGA. So far we have met with Rochester, BCM, IU, Henry Ford and the Woodlands. And we will meet with remaining sites in the next few week!

Most importantly, we want to give a big shout out to the Wake Forest team, for enrolling there first patient this week! We are so excited to have them as a part of this study!